
January 2023 
Answer Sheet 

 Welcome to Puzzled Pint! 

Tonight 
• We’re here to help! This is not a competitive event. Ask the Game Control volunteers (GC) for 

hints as often as you’d like.  The goal is to have fun, not to be frustrated! 
The Puzzles 
• Each puzzle will solve to a short word or phrase. How? That’s for you to discover. 
• Need a code sheet or solving resources?  Check out the Resources page on Puzzled Pint’s 

webpage: http://www.puzzledpint.com/resources/ 
• You can use anything to help solve: Use your phone; the internet is fair game! Think your 

brother might have an insight? Give him a call! 
• While each month has a theme, you need no special knowledge of the theme to solve. 
About Puzzled Pint 
• How did tonight go? Fill out the survey with the QR code above. 
• We’re an all-volunteer organization. 

• Help us run locally: Talk with Game Control about how you can volunteer. 
• Help us run globally: https://www.patreon.com/PuzzledPint 

We are currently in need for puzzle sets for 2023!  Check out how you can could write puzzle 
for Puzzled Pint by going here: http://www.puzzledpint.com/info/author/ 

Team Name: Start Time:

Team Size: End Time:

Puzzle Answers

Freddy Fazbear

Bonnie the Bunny

Chica the Chicken

Foxy the Pirate

META: Security Office

Give us 
Feedback!

https://www.patreon.com/PuzzledPint
http://www.puzzledpint.com/info/author/
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As lead singer, Freddy must encourage his bandmates to work together. Even if they seem different, they have many 

overlapping attributes. After all, we’re more than the sum of our parts!

 

 

(1) _________ [ ] 

(2) _________ [ ] 

(3) _________ [ ] 

(4) _________ [ ] 

(5) _________ [ ] 

(6) _________ [ ] 

(7) _________ [ ] 

(8) _________ [ ] 

(9) _________ [ ] 

(10) _________ [ ] 

(11) _________ [ ] 

(12) _________ [ ] 

(13) _________ [ ] 

(14) _________ [ ] 

(15) _________ [ ] 

• carry the weight of 

• clickable piece of 
hardware 

• cubic container 

• daze someone (like 
the Fazerblaster in 
Security Breach) 

• fight with gloves in 
a ring 

• flutter flirtatiously, 
as eyelashes 

• Freddy is one (as 
an animatronic) 

• furry flyer 
associated with 
Halloween 

• generic cheese-
eater 

• it has tusks and a 
mustache 

• lighting device with 
a shade 

• like a strawberry or 
Mars 

• long-legged and 
long-necked bird 

• lower your head to 
avoid something 

• observe for a while 

• pair up 
corresponding 
parts 

• stretch to look at 
something, as your 
neck 

• striking it creates 
fire 

• tall machine that 
moves heavy things 

• timekeeper for a 
wrist 

• travel in a plane 

• voice gratitude to 
someone 

• webbed quacker 

• wooden or 
aluminum sports 
stick 

• word following 
house and fruit 

• word preceding 
noon and math 

AF(+6) AMP(+5) ANE(+9) ANK(+3) AR(+5) BA(+1) BE(+0) BO(+1) 

CR(+6) D(+2) D(+2) FL(+9) L(+2) MA(+1) MO(+4) RE(+0) RUS(+1) 

ST(+5) T(+2) TCH(+8) TCH(+8) TER(+5) TH(+10) UCK(+6) UN(+5) 

USE(+0) WA(+4) WAL(+5) X(+0) Y(+5) 
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While Bonnie gets ready to perform, the kids in the audience get fidgety. They 
play a game while looking around the dimly lit dining area. Each kid counts 
the total number of empty seats they can see in front of them and to their left 
and right. 
 

Several kids have been placed for you as an example. 
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Chica shared some pizza with her friends, but she was very picky about which sections of the slices had toppings. Reconstruct 

the pizzas to learn what topping Chica really wanted. 

• familiarize, perhaps with a friend of a 

friend 

• vocal support of a cause or policy 

• spice sold as a stick 

• bound collection of recipes 

• like a cut from one corner to another 

• chicken pox, conjunctivitis, and 

tuberculosis 

• sport exhibiting equine mastery 

(informally "horse dancing") 

• like pharaohs and the Great Pyramids 

• outside of a house 

• Black History Month in Canada and 

the USA 

• illegal spray paint on a building 

• part of laptop used for typing 

• an exploitable oversight in the law 

• start of a new day (or a graveyard 

shift) 

• pessimistic or less than zero 

• last day of the week in North America 

• they're effective against paper in a 

duel 

• continuous range, such as visible light 
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Foxy needs help reading his trusty map to uncover his lost booty. 

 
ACCORDION 
AMBUSH 
AMMO 
ARMORY 
BOMB 
BONES 
DEFUSE 
GUNPOWDER 
HIJACK 
LOOT 
MERMAID 
PEARL 
RAFTS 
SKULL 
SUBAQUATIC 
THIEF 
TREASURES 
TSUNAMI 
VALUABLES 
WATERS 
WENCH 
WIND 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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Waiting for your graveyard shift to pass, you lethargically check the cameras. Reviewing the footage, you notice something 

special from each night that can be connected to the robots’ activities. 

When 6AM comes, you hope you will be an … 
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Designing animatronics is hard, especially their teeth which are difficult to line up just right. In fact, the best you can ever do 

is match up just one pair at a time. With everything stacked against you, you grab your scissors (that’s all you’ll need) and get 

to work. 

How will you manage to complete this grueling task? 

 

 


